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Berkeley’s First State Institution Came Here 151 Years Ago,
Before the University
By Steven Finacom

The 150th anniversary of the appointment of the first UC
faculty will come later this calendar year, but the 150th
of the first student enrollments and classes won’t be for
nearly another full year.
And the “University of California, Berkeley” itself won’t
fully come into being in an anniversary sense until five
years from now, 2023, which will be 150 years since the
University actually moved to the Berkeley campus site
from its original headquarters in Oakland.

The original Berkeley campus building of the California Schools
for the Deaf and Blind literally towered in the landscape just
uphill from today’s intersection of Warring Street and Parker
Street.
[Note: The image in the printed version of this newsletter was
incorrect; it showed the buildings as rebuilt after the 1875 fire.]

We’ve

entered an era of sesquicentennials—150th
anniversaries—of milestones and events that marked
Berkeley’s formative years. Earlier this year the University
of California celebrated 150 years since its chartering in
1868. Over the next three decades the “150ths” will come
periodically, tracking the early evolution of the town of
Berkeley and its educational institutions.
While the University chose to celebrate its 150th anniversary as a one-time event this past March 23, I prefer to
think of that day as the beginning of a five-year period of
University milestones.
The chartering of the University of California was a
legislative act. It did not create a full-blown, operational
college. In fact, one of the first decisions of the new
Board of Regents for the University taken in summer,
1868, was to ask the private College of California to
continue instruction and delay the official instructional
opening of the University itself to 1869.

But when the University moved to Berkeley there
was already in full operation in town another State of
California institution. This was the California School for
the Deaf and Blind, which first opened in San Francisco
in 1860 and soon moved to a building at 15th and
Mission. In 1866 the Legislature “reorganized” the small
institution with the advice of recently appointed Warring
Wilkinson, who would prove to be the most influential
superintendent of the school in its first century.
			
(continued on page 3)
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We are so pleased to have had an influx of new volunteers in the past few
months. Welcome to Darleen Dhillon, Tama Spencer, Maxine Brown and
Kera Bartlett! We had to bid a fond farewell to docent Amanda Putnam,
who has moved out of the area. Cyrus Khostajeh has stepped down f\rom
the Board of Directors, but plans to stay involved on a project basis. Many
thanks to all of you! The Berkeley Historical Society is run completely by
volunteers, and there are many tasks to be accomplished, so new inquiries
about volunteering are always welcome. If you’ve expressed an interest
in the past but somehow fell through the cracks, contact me (email below)
and we will try again. (That happened to me years ago, and look where I
am now!)
We (specifically, John Aronovici and Bill Roberts) recently hosted a group
from Ashby Village for a tour of our 40th Anniversary “Collection Gems”
exhibit and the new permanent Timeline of Berkeley History. Ashby
Village is a growing local phenomenon. Launched in 2010, after many
discussions and community meetings that began in 2007, its members are
residents of Berkeley and nearby areas. It is part of the National Village
Movement, an endeavor of older Americans who are taking charge of
their future as they age. The Village concept is that a community of
people can pool resources by paying membership dues and volunteering
their skills and time to support the Village infrastructure and to assist
one another, enabling people to stay in their own homes longer than they
otherwise might. The Ashby Village leaders are talking about donating
their organizational archives to the Berkeley Historical Society.
We encourage other local nonprofits and businesses to consider depositing
documentation of their histories with BHS, and we always welcome tour
group visits by appointment.
If you read this in time, I hope you will come to a special program we
will present at the South Berkeley Senior Center on Sunday, October 7th.
Betty Reid Soskin, who drew a standing ovation at an event we held last
May, and Carole Davis Kennerly, who was in the audience that day, will
speak about their experiences as African American women in 1970s-’80s
Berkeley politics and activism. Tina Jones Williams, author of the Julia
Street series of novels and one of our fourth-Saturday docents, will
moderate the conversation.
We have too much good material for this newsletter to have room for a
calendar page, so we hope you are on our email list to get announcements
of events. (If not, write to me and I’ll add you to it!)
You can, of course, also check the calendar on our website at any time.
How about doing that right now and marking your calendar for things you
don’t want to miss? And follow us on Facebook!
Ann Harlow, president@berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org

(Deaf & Blind School - continued from page 1)

In 1867 the Board of Directors of the School selected a new permanent
site, outside San Francisco. A 130-acre rectangle of land was purchased
for $12,000 at the base of (and extending into) the Berkeley Hills,
aligned with the line of Dwight Way on the north.
The choice of this site was near what is now the flagship campus of the
University of California, but UC itself wouldn’t exist for more than a
year; instead, the as yet uninhabited “Berkeley campus” nearby was the
intended future home of the private College of California.
So the Deaf and Blind Schools have pride of place as the first state
institution in Berkeley.
Ground was broken for a school building there on July 29, 1867, and
two months later, on September 26, 1867—151 years ago this fall—
dignitaries assembled for a cornerstone laying ceremony.
Wilkinson had enlisted a friend, California poet Bret Harte, to write
an ode for the occasion, and it was recited in the expansive open fields
running up to a small ravine in a fold of the hills between Strawberry
Canyon and Claremont Canyon.
Drawing from the frontispiece of the centennial
history of the California School for the Deaf
and Blind, published in 1960. The building
pictured was the second administration and
classroom building of the school, built with a
tower like the original structure.

A few days later Wilkinson wrote his first official biannual report as
superintendent. He “waxed poetic” himself about the location of the
new campus. It had, he said, “an outlook over a varied and extensive
landscape and water view of surpassing loveliness.It lies directly in front
of the Golden Gate, through which we look upon the heaving, restless
ocean with all its solemn mysteries and suggestions and see the long
lines of smoke which herald the coming steamers and the white-winged fleets of commerce… It seems appropriate
thus to grace the very threshold of the State with an imposing structure devoted to benevolent uses.”
Above that cornerstone rose a massive stone building to house the programs and pupils of the residential school. The
incomplete structure shook severely the next year during the major Hayward Fault earthquake of October 21, 1868,
and needed redesign and repairs.
The School had also planted 1,000 eucalyptus on the slopes above the new building, and various wooden outbuildings
were constructed, including a “shop” building where deaf students were taught practical skills such as woodworking
and shoemaking.
For a brief period, about five years from around 1870 to 1875, the steepled, stone-veneered, multi-gabled, deaf and
blind school building was Berkeley’s most imposing structure, exceeding in height and magnificence the two new
University of California buildings—South Hall and North Hall—to the northwest.
On January 17, 1875, however, the stately pile caught fire during a “strong windstorm” and burned completely. Only
picturesque ruins remained. A temporary wooden building was constructed and the school reopened on site three
months later. The stones of the main building were sorted out and thriftily reused in construction of a perimeter wall
for the campus.
That wall still stands today, running down Dwight Way to Warring Street (yes, named for the superintendent) and
south to, and up, Derby Street. The property is now the Clark Kerr Campus of the University of California, the Deaf
and Blind Schools having moved to Fremont in the early 1980s (which is another story itself).
(continued on page 4)
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(Deaf & Blind School - continued from page 3)

There are no original 19th century buildings left on the property—the oldest structure standing dates to 1915, and
most existing buildings were built from the 1920s through the 1950s—but that stone wall and the eucalyptus groves
on the hillside above remind us of Berkeley’s first state institution, arriving here 151 years ago this fall.
(Steven Finacom is leading a walking tour of the Clark Kerr Campus area on Saturday, October 6. Article copyright
by the author. Quotes and images come from A History of the California School for the Deaf: 1860-1960, by Caroline
Hyman Burnes and Catherine Marshall Ramger, printed by the students of the California School for the Deaf in
January, 1960. The author also wishes to remember the late John Stansfield, BHS docent and retired teacher from the
California School for the Deaf, who led enthusiastic and knowledgeable tours of the former Deaf and Blind School
campus in past years.)

Two Early Poems About Berkeley
By Steven Finacom
As was common practice at civic events in the era when the Deaf and Blind School cornerstone was laid, a special
poem was recited at the September 27, 1867 gathering.
Bret Harte’s poem was “Our Bethsaida,” and it’s reproduced here.
The poem is rich in analogy and classical references, some of which may seem obscure today. Bethsaida references
the pool in Jerusalem where Jesus reportedly healed the sick (“the miracle of yore”). The spelling is Harte’s, although
today we more commonly see it spelled “Bethesda.” “The Master” is God. And the last stanza about “the legendary
beach” recalls Classical Athenian orator Demosthenes, who had a childhood speech impediment. Some of his speech
training reportedly included holding pebbles in his mouth and enunciating around them, and declaiming on beaches
over the sound of the surf.
A simple, prosaic summarization of Bret Harte’s poem would go something like this.
“It’s wonderful to gather here on this spectacular hillside site overlooking the Bay, looking out at the ships of commerce
which come and go through the Golden Gate. But what we dedicate here will be not a place of business, but science
and healing. Here our community will teach, aid and try to heal disabled children. While we can pray for cures, God
no longer performs miracle cures; science, patience, and love are their substitutes. Words may not adequately explain
what our community can accomplish here in years to come, but the very fact that we’re laying the cornerstone for a
building that is dedicated to healing and education speaks for itself.”
I wrote an article for the Berkeley Times August poetry edition in which I characterized Harte’s poem as Berkeley’s
first poem. I still think that is the case, but I’ve realized there’s another possible contender, Joaquin Miller’s poem
about Berkeley, entitled “Berkeley: Westmost City of the Westmost Sea.” This brief (two stanza) paean to Berkeley’s
bright promise was widely quoted in the early 20th century by Berkeley community leaders and promoters and was
even printed on postcards and in newspaper advertisements, but is obscure today. And I have not been able to find
when it was written. It is possible it was as early as 1866, when the “Berkeley” name was chosen, but Miller himself
lived until 1913 and the poem seems to have been most publicized a few years before he died, so it could have been an
early 20th century work. Do any readers know, or have insights?
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“Our Bethsaida”
By Bret Harte
Fair the terrace that overlooks
Curving bay and sheltered nooks;
Groves that break the western blasts,
Steepled distance fringed with masts.
And the gate that fronts our home
With its bars of cold sea-foam.
Here no flashing signal falls
Over darkened sea and sail;
Here no ruddy lighthouse calls
White-winged Commerce with its hail;
But above the peaceful vale
Watchful, silent, calm and pale,
Science lifts her beacon walls.
Love, alone, the lamp whose beam
Shines above the troubled stream;
Here shall patience, wise and sweet
Gather round her waiting feet
God’s unfinished few, whom fate
And their failings consecrate;
Haply that her skill create
What His will left incomplete.
Ah, Bethsaida’s pool no more
Sees the miracle of yore
Faith no more to blinded eyes
Brings the light that skill denies;
Not again shall part on earth
Lips that Nature sealed from birth.
Though His face the Master hides
Love eternal still abides
Underneath the arching sky,
And his hand through Science guides
Speechless lip and sightless eye.
This is our Bethsaida’s pool,
This our thaumaturgic school;
We, O Lord, more dumb than these—
Knowing but of bended knees
And the sign of clasped hands—
Here upon our western sands
By these broad Pacific seas,
Through these stones are eloquent.
And our feeble, faltering speech
Gains what once the pebbles lent
On the legendary beach
Unto old Demosthenes.

“Berkeley: Westmost City of the Westmost Sea”
By Joaquin Miller
Say, what shall be said of the great Bishop’s town—
Bishop, and prophet, and poet, and seer?—
Why, pluck up a cedar, and set her fame down
In gold and in flower-fed atmosphere.
City of cities in stories to be—
Classical, scholar-built Berkeley.
Aye, write her fair story—as fair as a star,
As sweet as her sea-winds, as strong as her sea—
City with never a stain or a scar—
City of deeds and of destiny:
Sea-born and sun-bred Mecca to be—
Matchless, magnificent Berkeley.

Berkeley’s Song
Coincidentally, we received an inquiry via our Facebook page
about whether the City of Berkeley had an official song. No one in
the city offices found evidence of one, but Phyllis Gale located a
newspaper story calling this one, written in 1920 by “pioneer civic
leader” Clarence S. Merrill, Berkeley’s official song.

“Berkeley”
By Clarence S. Merrill
Berkeley, my Berkeley,
Nations laud thy name over land and sea.
Nestling at the portals of the Golden Gate,
Smiling happy welcome to our bounteous state,
Berkeley, my Berkeley, City of Destiny!
Thus did th’immortal Berkeley say: “Westward the course of Empire takes its way”
To the spot where all nature sings and life is free,
In our eternal city,
Fairest Berkeley.
Berkeley, fair city of vision,
Proud queen of our glorious state,
Kissed by soft zephyrs that vibrate with love,
Wafted in through the Golden Gate.
From thy beautiful bay to thy terraced hills
Thou art bathed in warm sunshine and fragrance of Spring.
Dazzling gem of our wonderful West,
Radiant sparkling with life while we sing:
Berkeley, bright star of our Union,
Brilliant, magnetic and strong,
City of action and progress,
Haven of romance and song.
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Building Bridges, Not Walls:
Berkeley, America’s First Sanctuary City
November 11, 2018 - April 13, 2019
We will remain a sanctuary city, and . . . we will build bridges across communities, not walls.
		
. . . Jesse Arreguín, Mayor of Berkeley

1971 poster. Doug Lawler / East Bay Media

Our next exhibit, co-curated by Phyllis Gale and Harvey Smith, will explore Berkeley’s humanitarian spirit and
internationalism. Berkeley became the first sanctuary city in the United States at the end of the City Council Meeting
of November 7, 1971, when Resolution #44,784 was signed, providing sanctuary for Naval seamen of the USS Coral
Sea who were opposed to the Vietnam War. Since that date, nine more resolutions have been approved by the City in
areas such as the Central American refugees (1985), acceptance of Arab immigrants (1991), a Hate Free Zone (2001),
opposition to the Patriot Act (2002), reaffirming Berkeley as a City of Refuge (2007), and on to today, where the City
recently approved sanctuary for people due to federal marijuana law infringement (2018).
BHS Member Harvey Smith is contributing parts of his recent San Francisco Public Library exhibit “Building
Bridges, Not Walls.” The materials he has put together focus on immigrants, diversity and internationalism, providing
a broader context beyond the sanctuary movement. Works by Berkeley artists, poets and photographers will provide
artistic interpretation of the exhibit themes. This will bring the historical content into our contemporary context.
Save the Date: November 11, 2018 on your calendar for an event-filled Sunday afternoon. At 1:30 pm, we will
gather to honor the 100th Anniversary of Armistice Day – the end of World War I (now Veterans Day). Led by the
Mayor’s Office, we will honor the Berkeley soldiers who served in World War I with the renewing of the plaque on the
Veterans Memorial Building, then we will have a presentation about the exhibit, the grand opening, and a reception.
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Jane FitzGibbon Recalls Berkeley’s Bay Area
Figurative Painters
By Burl Willes

Born at Miss Alta Bates Sanitorium on Webster Street, a
graduate of Oxford School and Berkeley High class of 1952,
Jane FitzGibbon was a recent visitor to the History Center
from her home in Santa Fe, New Mexico. On hand as docent
was Buzz Cardoza, a fellow BHS graduate who had known
Jane’s late husband John FitzGibbon, a fellow member of the
Knights Club.
The young couple met at Berkeley High, married after
graduation, and lived in New Haven, Connecticut until John
graduated from Yale.
Back in Berkeley with his degree in English, John taught
at Berkeley High and audited art classes at UC. Art would
become his passion. When he died in 2009 after a stellar
career as art professor and art critic, he left a collection of
400 works of art.
Berkeley in the early 1950s was home to three struggling
artists: Richard Diebenkorn, Elmer Bischoff, and David Park.
The three friends lived within walking distance of one another
in leafy Elmwood. All were experimenting in abstract art,
Docent Buzz Cardoza and visitor Jane FitzGibbon at the
but under David Park’s influence, Bischoff and Diebenkorn
History Center. Photo by Burl Willes.
turned to figurative art. John FitzGibbon, by this time writing
for art journals and broadcasting about art on KPFA, was the first to praise the change.     
“Diebenkorn called John after one of his KPFA broadcasts to thank him, and that was the beginning of a lifelong
friendship,” Jane said during her visit. Jane became one of Diebenkorn’s favorite models. She never posed in the
nude—“John would never have allowed it”—so she introduced her hefty Scandinavian friend who needed the money.
“Sometimes Diebenkorn would give my friend some of the drawings. Hidden from her mother, who would not have
approved, the drawings were sold decades later to help her elderly parents,” Jane said.
Remarking on a beautiful Diebenkorn landscape I had seen recently at the Crocker Art Museum in Sacramento on
loan from the FitzGibbon Family Trust, Jane revealed its unusual story.
“John bought a figurative Diebenkorn painting at an art gallery show in New York. It was transported to the airport in
a van of furs. The van was robbed of all contents, including the painting. Diebenkorn told us to choose another
painting, and that was Santa Cruz.” (It has been said that the use of somber colors in this stunning painting may be
due to the artist’s profound sadness at the early death of his mentor and friend David Park in 1960 at age 49.)
The 1950s were a golden age in Berkeley for the Bay Area Figurative Movement. The artists were poor, but full of
youthful creativity and plenty of energy.
Jane became friends with two more Berkeley artists, Adelie and Elmer Bischoff. The three artists painted together,
sharing the model expense, and met regularly to play jazz ensembles. “John and Elmer both owned Harley Davidsons,
and we four would jump on the motorcycles and ride off to Pt. Reyes,” Jane FitzGibbon reminisced.
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Researching Berkeley Houses: Part 1
By Fred Etzel

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Visitors to the Berkeley Historical Society (BHS), located in the Veterans Memorial Building at 1931 Center Street,
often have questions about houses: houses they see when walking about the city, houses in their neighborhood, and
especially the house in which they live. They want to know when houses were built, were they designed by an
architect, how much did they cost and how long did construction take. Many resources provide answers to these
questions and two are briefly described below.
Berkeley did not require building permits when it incorporated as a town in 1878. Building permits for all construction
became required when the city of Berkeley incorporated in 1904. All building permits have been digitized and are
available in the Berkeley Permit Service Center (BPSC) on the third floor of the Customer Service Center located
next door to BHS at 1947 Center Street. Building permits may be viewed on a first come-first served, walk-in basis
on one of two computer terminals. Click on the purple icon labelled “Microfiche Access.” Individual permits are
listed in alphabetical order by street name and number.
Each individual building permit lists several items: Street Address, Owner, Cost, Use, Description and Contractor.
If a permit’s description is “New,” this likely means the permit was issued for the first house constructed at this
street address. The permit also lists the various subcontractors, e.g. plumbing, electrical and sewer, and the dates of
inspections. At one time, Berkeley also maintained an individual “Residential Building Record” for each residential
street address and one may be available for the specific house you are researching. These cards document subsequent
additions and modifications to the house. Upon request and at no charge, Service Center staff will transfer digital
records onto your USB flash (thumb) drive for one or more specific addresses.
Also located on the third floor of the Permit Service Center (and at BHS) are Berkeley’s Sanborn Maps. Comprising
four volumes numbered 1 through 4, as shown in Fig. 1, each volume covers a different geographic area of the city.
In its heyday, the Sanborn Company, headquartered in New York City, employed cartographers who maintained each
local government’s Sanborn Maps by visiting them in order to paste new information updating its maps over the
existing map. Originally created for assessing fire insurance liability in urbanized areas in the United States, Sanborn
Maps became a mainstay of local city planning departments in the United States. In the 1960s, local government use
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(House - continued from page 7)

of Sanborn Maps began to decline as analog gave way to digital maps. Berkeley began its Sanborn Map Service in
1911 and the company last updated the Berkeley maps in March, 1967.
The four volumes of Sanborn Maps may be viewed on a walk-in basis by request at the third floor reception desk.
The Sanborn maps themselves are large-scale lithographed street plans at a scale of 50 feet to one inch (1:600) on 21
by 25 inches (53 by 64 cm) sheets of paper. To use the Sanborne Maps for a specific house, first select the volume
corresponding to the geographic location of the house. Use the key located at the front of the volume to identify the
page for this location. Turn to this page and locate the street on which the house is located. Individual pages may be
photographed using a digital camera. As shown in Fig. 2, the abbreviations and symbols in the Sanborn map key or
legend present a wealth of detailed information for individual houses.
Part 1 of this article focused on sources answering questions related to the physical characteristics of a house. In
the next newsletter, Part 2 will focus on researching the people who once lived in the house, using city and telephone
directories, U. S. Census enumeration reports, the memories of neighbors, the Donogh files at Berkeley Architectural
Heritage Association (BAHA), and other sources.

And a Little More Poetry . . .
“On Permanence”
By Linda Rosen
Angry fire mouth quickly devours
An eerie forest of Corinthian columns laid bare
And here and there a chimney
No longer to burn.
Empty hearth, no way to gather.
Seeds are scattered
Freshly cleansed land for the taking.
Ravenous life rebounds, no lessons learned.
All seems well again —
An officer stands guard.
						
Written September 1998; revised August 2005, © 2018.
This poem (and a version of Steven Finacom’s article above)
were first published in the Berkeley Times poetry issue, August
16, 2018. “On Permanence” was written during a poetry writing
session that poet James Schevill taught at the Berkeley History
Center, using photographs from the collection.
Above right: After the September 17, 1923 fire in North Berkeley (BHS
photo #0772).
Right: Florence Boynton in the Temple of Wings. “She thought she was
safe in that temple where she lived, and then the wind changed. They
had a cow and she had an old Franklin sedan. She piled the kids into the
car and her toga and stuff, and she tied her cow to the back of the car
and drove, drove, through the flames....”
[Lesley Emmington, interviewer, James Hind Oral History]
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First Women Elected to the California State
Legislature 100 Years Ago
By Phyllis Gale
On November 5, 1918, seven years after women won the vote, four
women won Assembly seats in the California Legislature for the
very first time. The women came from all over the state: Grace
Dorris from Kern Couny, Esto Broughton from Stanislaus County,
Elizabeth Hughes from Oroville, and Anna Saylor from Alameda
County.
In 1918 Mrs. Anna L. Saylor of Berkeley won the Democratic Party
nomination for the 41st Assembly District (now part of the 15th
Assembly District) with nearly sixty percent of the vote. Because
state law allowed for cross-filing between many parties back then,
she was also the nominee for the Progressive and Prohibition parties
in addition to the Democratic. She then won the general election
on November 5, 1918, based on a “win-the-war” and prohibition
platform.

Anna Saylor, 1919 (California State Library)

Berkeley’s first Assemblywoman was born in the Midwest and
educated as a librarian. After an extended family vacation through
the west, including Berkeley, she moved her family to Berkeley
from Illinois, so her children could ultimately go to the University.
Her husband opened a pharmacy on Dwight and she immediately
began participating in local civic activities.

Anna was re-elected four times. In the Assembly, she chaired the Public Morals committee and was a member of
several other Assembly committees including public charities and corrections, prisons and reformatories, hospitals and
asylums, education, and constitutional amendments. She led a high-profile campaign in the Assembly that abolished
the death penalty for minors. “Women, and wealthy young, never hang,” she said. “It’s always the friendless and poor
boy who faces the gallows.”
After winning the 1924 election, she was appointed by Governor Young to be State Welfare Director and a member
of the Governor’s Council. “She also established psychiatric clinics in state prisons. Saylor also built child detention
homes so delinquent children as young as eight years old wouldn’t be sent to county jails with hardened criminals.”
Anna’s election along with three other women in 1918 did not lead a wave of women into the California legislature.
Over the next 56 years, only ten women were elected to the Assembly. Rose Ann Vuich was elected to the Senate in
1976 – 65 years after California women won the vote.
References: California History Room, California State Library, California State Archives, Sacramento Bee and Calisphere.

Another Local History Tidbit for This Election Season
The Nathan Hale Volunteers was a “quasi-official domestic surveillance organization” headquartered in Berkeley
during World War I. Local scholar Stephen Barton, in working on his biography of J. Stitt Wilson, has uncovered
a wealth of material about this organization and its role in undermining Wilson’s chances for election to a second
term as Berkeley’s mayor in 1917. Although Wilson supported the U.S. entry into the War, he was smeared as an
unpatriotic “disgrace to the proud city of Berkeley.”
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Archives Report
Diane Stephens presented a wonderful collection of photographs by John Offcutt, who was in Berkeley in June and
July of 1968. Some of the photos show protest activities as well as street scenes along Telegraph Avenue. The collection
consists of approximately 400 35 mm negatives, but the donor has put all of these on CDs, greatly facilitating viewing
the collection. Stephens has also included CDs of interviews done with people with a connection to the Berkeley
Barb: Harold Adler, Judy Gumbo, Jeanne Rose, Jane Scherr, and Eugene Schoenfeld.
Pattie Fong has presented five additional works by K. Y. Fong, four pastels and one watercolor of Berkeley scenes;
these supplement the gift Fong made in 2016.
We have also received papers of Marian Altman, courtesy of her daughter. Marian taught for many years in the
Berkeley schools, and these papers reflect her achievements and her popularity with students.
– Bill Roberts

A New Book on Local History
The Berkeley Family Camps: Cazadero, Echo Lake and Tuolumne
* Author Talk at the History Center, Sunday, November 18, 2 pm *

Mara Melandry, member of the Historical Society, is a long-time
Berkeley resident and Cal graduate. She has researched the history of
one of Berkeley’s most beloved institutions, the three family camps,
Tuolumne, Echo Lake and Cazadero. “Our Paradise: Berkeley’s
Fabulous Family Camps” covers all three. The history includes
wonderful historic and more contemporary photographs. It is about
200 pages long, excluding photographs.

CAZADERO

ECHO LAKE

TUOLUMNE

She has delved into the history of the camps from their beginnings
in the 1920s to the present. She has found what inspired city leaders
to establish the camps in the 1920s, chronicled their earliest years,
recorded their ups and downs, and described their wonderful and
occasionally wacky traditions.
She has found remarkable and entertaining stories about the camps.
Among the fascinating items she has uncovered are Wobbles, the
famous horse, who swam at Cazadero; the cow that fell into the
Mara Melandry
septic tank at Tuolumne; men in tutus; “Plunge-o” performing at
Cazadero’s Untalent Night; the time Rowan and Martin and the cast
of Laugh-in visited Tuolumne; the legend of the purple-haired dog bear who kidnapped campers from Cazadero; the
bridge named after Alferd G. Packer, the cannibal; and the truth about the “murderers” at Tuolumne and Echo Lake.
The book also describes the camps in the context of historical events such as the Great Depression, World War II, and
the tumultuous 1960s.
Bill Roberts, Berkeley Historical Society archivist, helped Mara locate some obscure materials in the Society’s
collections.
The book is due to be printed in October. To order a copy you can e-mail the author at marakmelandry@aol.com.
The book will also be available at the Berkeley History Center, and if you come hear Mara’s talk on November 18
she can sign your copy.
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If you received this newsletter by mail, please check your
mailing label. If the date is circled or highlighted in yellow,
your membership has lapsed, and we hope to hear from you
soon. If you are not yet a member, please consider joining
the Berkeley Historical Society! Membership dues are the
primary support for our many activities. Members receive the
quarterly newsletter and discounts on our walking tours. We
are always looking for new members, so we invite you to share
your newsletter (or a copy picked up at the History Center)
with friends who might be interested in Berkeley history.

Time to Join or Renew?
JOE R. SMITH
1933 JONES AVE.
BERKELEY, CA 94707

Berkeley Historical Society Membership
Membership in the Berkeley Historical Society (BHS) helps maintain the quality of all our activities, including
archives, exhibits, programs, events, walks, newsletter and operations.
NEW					

Individual $25			
Life Member $500		

Family $30			
Student/Low Income $15

RENEWAL

Contributor $50		
Business $100

Sponsor $100

You can also give a gift of a BHS membership or donate to our general or endowment fund(s):
Donate to General Operating Fund $_____
Donate to Louis Stein Endowment Fund $______
Gift membershlp (enclose name, address, etc. on separate paper)
BHS membership dues and financial donations are tax deductible as charitable contributions to the extent allowed by law.
I am interested in volunteering at the Berkeley Historical Society. Please have someone contact me.
Payment information: Total amount $________

Cash

Check (payable to BHS)

Credit card

Name(s) _________________________________________ Mailing address _______________________________________
City _________________ State ___ Zip _______ Phone ________________ Email __________________________________
(We use your email to notify you of special events, confirm event reservations, or send receipt for credit card charge)

I agree to the one time only charge of $ ________ to my credit card payable to the Berkeley Historical Society for membership dues and/or
other donations. A receipt will be emailed. Credit card information will be destroyed once payment is validated.
More information on the BHS credit card authorization policy and privacy policy is at www.berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org/privacy_policy.html

Signature ________________________________________ Date ________________
Mastercard
Visa
Discover
Amex

Name on card

Card number

Expiration
date

MAIL PAYMENT TO: Berkeley Historical Society, P.O. Box 1190, Berkeley, CA 94701

Security
code

Cardholder
zipcode

